Abstract. In this paper we present a brief account of the use of the spectral theory of slanted matrices in frame and sampling theory. Some abstract results on slanted matrices are also presented.
Introduction.
In this paper we study certain properties of so-called slanted matrices, which occur naturally in different fields of pure and applied analysis. A matrix is slanted if it has a decay property such that the coefficients vanish away from a diagonal, which is not necessarily the main diagonal; ideally, non-zero coefficients of such a matrix are contained between two parallel slanted lines. Potential applications of the theory of slanted matrices range through wavelet theory and signal processing [13, 14, 15, 17, 22] , frame and sampling theory [1] , differential equations [10, 11, 12] , and even topology of manifolds [31] . Here we especially emphasize the use of slanted matrices in frame theory and related fields.
In lieu of an introduction we provide a few explicit examples illustrating the appearance of slanted matrices. Example 1.1. Filter banks. In signal processing and communication, a sequence s (a discrete signal) is often split into a finite set of compressed sequences {s 1 , . . . , s r } from which the original sequence s can be reconstructed or approximated. The compression is often performed with filter banks [17, 22] using the cascade algorithm. One way to introduce filters, in the simplest case, is to use the two-scale equation of the multiresolution analysis (MRA):
where ϕ ∈ L 2 (IR) is the so-called scaling function. The filter coefficients a n , n ∈ Z Z, in the above equation are the Fourier coefficients of the low-pass filter
An important role in the MRA theory is played by the periodization σ ϕ ∈ L ∞ (T T ) of the scaling function ϕ, which is defined by
It is a standard fact (see, e.g., [4, Lemma 2.11] ) that this periodization satisfies
In fact, σ ϕ is the Perron-Frobenius eigen-vector of the transfer operator R m 0 which acts on different spaces of periodic functions via
In [14] there is a detailed account of the relation between the spectral properties of the transfer operator on different function spaces and the properties of the corresponding MRA filters, scaling functions, and wavelets. Here we will just recall that the convergence rate of the above mentioned cascade algorithm is controlled by the second biggest eigen-value of R m 0 . The reason we use the transfer operator as an example is because of its matrix with respect to the Fourier basis in
Then the Fourier coefficients of R m 0 f and f are related via
and, hence, this is, indeed, a slanted matrix. In particular, if 
and the series converges in L 2 (IR) (see e.g., [2] ). Because of this equivalent description of P W 1/2 , the problem of reconstructing a function f ∈ P W 1/2 from the sequence of its integer samples, {f (i)} i∈Z Z , is equivalent to finding the coefficients c ∈ 2 such that {f (i)} = Ac where A = (a i,j ) is the matrix with entries a i,j = φ(i − j). It is immediate, however, that A = I is the identity matrix and, therefore,
If, instead, we sample a function f ∈ P W 1/2 on 1 2 Z Z, then we obtain the equation {f ( i 2 )} = Ac. In this case, the sampling matrix A is defined by a i,j = φ( i 2 − j) and is no longer diagonalit has constant values on slanted lines with slopes 1/2, for instance,
], then the matrix A = (a i,j ) is zero outside the slanted band |j − i/2| ≤ M. Clearly, this matrix is not banded in the classical sense. Observe, also, that this matrix has the "opposite" slant compared to the matrix of the transfer operator in the previous example, while the Laurent-type structure is present in both cases. If we move to the realm of irregular sampling, however, the sampling matrix will be given by a i,j = φ(x i − j), where x i , i ∈ Z Z, are the sampling points. In this case, we no longer have constant values on slanted lines, i.e., the Laurent structure is gone, but the slanted structure is preserved if we have the same number of sampling points per period. An important fact [2] is that any function can be reconstructed from its samples at x i , i ∈ Z Z, if and only if the sampling matrix is bounded below and above.
It is an easy exercise to show that a sequence ϕ n ∈ H is a frame for H if and only if its analysis operator has a left inverse. The adjoint of the analysis operator, T * :
f ∈ H. Again, a sequence ϕ n ∈ H is a frame for H if and only if its frame operator is invertible. The canonical dual frameφ n ∈ H is thenφ n = (T * T ) −1 ϕ n and the (canonical) synthesis operator is T :
Traditionally (see [16, 19] and references therein), the frame properties are studied via the spectral properties of the frame operator. In this paper we show that some work can be done already at the level of the analysis operator. This makes extensions to Banach spaces easier since the analysis operator is more amenable to such. Connection with slanted matrices is readily illustrated if we consider a frame in 2 (Z Z) which consists of two copies of an orthonormal basis. Then a section of the matrix of the analysis operator with respect to that basis looks like In the next section we will give a precise definition of slanted matrices and formulate some abstract results. In the third and final section we will interpret these results in view of the examples above. In particular, we will provide conditions under which a p-frame for some p ∈ [ 
Slanted matrices: Abstract results.
We prefer to give a straightforward definition of slanted matrices with "rows" and "columns" indexed by the group Z Z d , d ∈ IN . Some of the results below extend to the cases of more general locally compact Abelian groups and even a wide class of metric spaces.
For each n ∈ Z Z d we let X n and Y n be (complex) Banach spaces and 
We will use this multi-index notation throughout the paper. Let a mn : X n → Y m be bounded linear operators. The symbol A will denote the operator matrix (a mn ), m, n ∈ Z Z d . In this paper, we are interested only in those matrices that give rise to bounded linear operators that map p into p for all p ∈ [1, ∞] and c 0 into c 0 . We let A p be the operator 
To define certain classes of operator matrices we use the polynomial weight functions
We also fix a slant α = 0 and denote by χ S the characteristic function of a set S. Notice that when α = d = 1 we get the usual matrix diagonals as a special case of α-slants studied in this paper.
Definition 2.1. For α = 0 and j ∈ Z Z d the j-th α-slant of A is the matrix
The following lemma summarizes basic properties of slanted matrices.
Lemma 2.1. For some p ∈ [1, ∞] we consider two operators
• A is invertible if and only if A is invertible;
Next we define the key matrix property investigated in this paper.
Definition 2.3. We say that the matrix
The following lemma is due to Pfander [25] (see also [26] ). It shows, in particular, that a transfer operator in Example 1.1 cannot be bounded below.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that
, and that all these spaces are finite dimensional.
We note that if X n = Y n in the above lemma, then it is a simple exercise to provide a counterexample to the result.
The following theorem presents our central theoretical result. 
We observe that to the best of our knowledge the above result has not been proved before even in the classical case of the slant α = 1. Our proof, as we mentioned above, will appear in [1] . Since it is somewhat similar to Sjöstrand's proof of a non-commutative Wiener's lemma [27] , it is not surprising that it also leads to some extensions of that lemma.
The classical Wiener's Lemma [30] states that if a periodic function f has an absolutely convergent Fourier series and never vanishes then the function 1/f also has an absolutely convergent Fourier series. This result has many extensions (see [5, 7, 8, 9, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29] and references therein), some of which have been used recently in the study of localized frames [6, 19] . Most of the papers just cited show how Wiener's result can be viewed as a statement about the off-diagonal decay of matrices and their inverses. Using Lemma 2.1 and [9, Theorem 2] we obtain the following result about invertible slanted matrices. 3. Slanted matrices: Applications.
In this section we interpret Theorem 2.3 in the languages of Banach frames and sampling theory.
3.1. Banach Frames. The notion of a frame in a separable Hilbert space has already become classical. Its analogues in Banach spaces, however, are non-trivial (see [3, 6, 16, 19] and references therein). In this subsection we show that in case of certain localized frames the simplest possible extension of the definition remains meaningful.
The difficulty of defining frames in general Banach spaces stems from the fact that one cannot use just the equivalence of norms similar to (1.3). The analysis operator is then only bounded below and not necessarily left invertible. As a result a "frame decomposition" remains possible but "frame reconstruction" no longer makes sense. Theorem 2.5(i) indicates, however, that often this obstruction does not exist. 
When a function ϕ in W

